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ABSTRACT
Eigenvector computations are an important building block
for computing authority, trust, and reputation scores in so-
cial networks and other graphs. In peer-to-peer networks
or other forms of decentralized settings (such as multi-agent
platforms), this kind of analysis needs to be performed in
a distributed manner and requires bilateral data exchanges
between peers. This gives rise to the problem that dishonest
peers may cheat in order to manipulate the computation’s
outcome.

This paper presents a distributed algorithm for countering
the effects of such misbehavior, under the assumption that
the fraction of dishonest peers is bounded and that there is
an unforgeable mechanism for peer identities, which can be
implemented using security tools available.

The algorithm is based on general principles of replication
and randomization and thus widely applicable to social net-
work analysis, web link analysis, and other problems of this
kind. Our algorithm converges to the correct result that the
honest peers alone would compute. Experiments, on a real-
world dataset from a large social-tagging platform, demon-
strate the practical viability and performance properties of
our algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Problem
Analyzing the authority, trust, or reputation of entities

that are connected by a graph structure and ranking the
entities by these measures is an important issue that arises
in the Web, in Web 2.0 communities, and in other appli-
cations. The problem is typically addressed by computing
the dominant eigenvector of a matrix that is suitably de-
rived from the underlying graph, or by performing a full
spectral decomposition of the matrix. The most well-known
and widely studied example is the calculation of PageRank
values for pages in the Web graph, using the power itera-
tion method [12]. Here, hyperlinks between Web pages are
interpreted as endorsements or recommendations of the link
target by the link source (the user who placed the link in
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the source page). In bibliometric analysis, the same princi-
ple is employed to determine the most influential publica-
tions or authors or organizations. In social networks, analo-
gous computations can be performed in order to rank users
by their centrality regarding friendship and other social re-
lations. The underlying graphs may contain entities and
relations of different types. A rich example is the library-
thing.com platform where users publish their private collec-
tions of books, tag and rate them, connect to other users
and can annotate their books. Books in turn have authors,
and some of the authors are even librarything users. Similar
structures also appear in popular online communities such
as flickr.com, youtube.com, myspace.com, etc.

While the authority or reputation analyses can be per-
formed by the platform provider (e.g., Google, Myspace, etc.
- and utilized for various purposes such as re-ranking search
results or generating recommendations), there are good rea-
sons that suggest running these computations in a decen-
tralized manner across many peers. First, eigenvector com-
putations are computationally expensive and require a large
amount of memory, as the underlying matrices can be huge
(despite their sparseness). Thus, harnessing the resources
of a peer-to-peer network, on the Internet or within a data
center, may offer a cost-efficient scalable solution. Second,
users may care about privacy and autonomy and thus prefer
a solution where they keep their parts of the data on their
own computers, rather than completely delegating all data
and analyses to the platform provider. For example, in a
librarything-like environment, every user may manage her
own book libraries, friendship lists, and friends information
on her own computer or at least by means of a personalized
agent governed by the user’s individual policy (e.g., for vis-
ibility by other parties and for revoking information). So
this consideration also leads to a decentralized peer-to-peer
setting with data and computation spread across peers. In
fact, distributed algorithms for power iteration and other
spectral analyses have received quite some attention in prior
research, most notably for but not limited to Web-graph link
analysis [20, 11, 1, 17, 21, 16, 7, 15].

A common principle among all these distributed anal-
ysis algorithms is that peers perform local computations
on their, relatively small, local fragments of the underly-
ing graph, and then communicate to each other these lo-
cal results. For example, approximate authority values for
the entities owned by or known to one peer may be prop-
agated along outgoing edges to neighboring peers [11]. Al-
ternatively, peers may communicate with each other in a
batched manner, exchanging locally computed vectors of es-
timated PageRank or other authority/reputation values to
improve other peers’ estimates in an iterative manner [15].



Regardless of the details of such distributed computations,
this opens the Pandora’s box of peers ignoring the rules of
the algorithm and playing their own games. For example, a
user may want to artificially boost the importance of a Web
page or book that she likes, or improve her own social pres-
tige in an undeserved, manipulative manner. The forms of
misbehavior may range from egoistic behavior and cheating
all the way to being malicious and attempting to sabotage
the entire social network.

Obviously, the effects of cheating and misbehavior cannot
be controlled at all if an unbounded number of peers ignores
the rules. But we can realistically assume that it is indeed
only a small minority, or some bounded fraction of all peers,
that attempts cheating. Even under this assumption, all
the previously proposed algorithms could possibly arrive at
largely distorted authority/reputation scores that may arbi-
trarily deviate from the true values that an unmanipulated
computation would yield. These algorithms do not have any
built-in countermeasure to cheating.

1.2 Contribution and Outline
This paper addresses the outlined problem of cheating

peers in a decentralized computation of authority and social
prestige values. The proposed solution is based on two key
principles. First, we introduce a bounded amount of redun-
dancy into the network by replicating the entities of interest
(i.e., web pages, books, friends) in a randomized manner.
Second, whenever two peers exchange information about the
authority of an entity, they provide a version history of the
entity’s previous values, thus enabling the receiving peers to
compare values from different peers or at different times in a
meaningful manner. The algorithm works under the realistic
assumptions that the fraction of cheating peers is bounded
and only a minority, and that peer identities are unforgeable
using standard methods of cryptographic security.

The salient properties of the algorithm and main contri-
butions of this paper are the following:

• The algorithm operates in a perfectly decentralized
and asynchronous manner, can handle arbitrary dis-
tributions of the data across peers, makes only weak
and reasonable assumptions about the form of how
peers cheat or behave maliciously, yet computes non-
distorted, correct authority scores.

• We provide experimental evidence that the algorithm
is practically viable, in terms of the necessary degree
of replication and convergence speed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses re-
lated work. Section 3 introduces our computational model.
Section 4 presents our algorithm. Section 5 presents experi-
mental studies based on an excerpt of the librarything data.
Section 6 concludes the paper and presents ideas for future
work.

2. RELATED WORK
Link analysis is a well studied topic and the literature is

vast. One of the best known models is PageRank, introduced
by Brin and Page [6], and further explored in many other
works that followed. Good surveys are [12, 5, 4].

Recently, with the advent of the Web 2.0, there has been
much research on adapting existing retrieval and mining
techniques from Web Search to online communities. [2] dis-
cusses the challenges of searching and ranking in social com-
munities. Many methods for ranking based on the analysis
of social links have been developed. [9] proposes FolkRank

for identifying important users, data items, and tags. [23]
compares different methods for identifying authoritative users
with high expertise. [3] introduces SocialPageRank, to mea-
sure page authority based on its annotations, and Social-
SimRank for the similarity of tags.

With the increasing popularity of P2P networks [19] much
work has been devoted to techniques for distributed link
analysis. In [20], Wang and DeWitt presented a distributed
search engine framework, in which the authority score of
each page is computed by performing the PageRank algo-
rithm at the Web server that is the responsible host for the
page, based only on the intra-server links. They also assign
authority scores to each server in the network, based on
the inter-server links, and then approximate global PageR-
ank values by combining local page authority scores and
server authority values. Wu and Aberer [21] pursue a sim-
ilar approach based on a layered Markov model. Another
distributed approach is the OPIC algorithm developed by
Abiteboul et al. [1]. It works by randomly (or otherwise
fairly) visiting Web pages in a long-running crawl process
and performing a small step of the PageRank power iter-
ation for the page and its successors upon each such visit.
The bookkeeping for tracking the gradually approximated
authority of all pages is carried out at a central site, the Web-
warehouse server. A fundamental approach to distributed
spectral decomposition of graphs is given by Kempe and
McSherry [11], where distributed link analysis would be a
special case of the presented mathematical and algorithmic
framework.

In [16], Sankaralingam et al. presented a P2P algorithm
in which the PageRank computation is performed at the
network level, with peers constantly updating the scores of
their local pages and sending these updated values through
the network. Shi et al. [17] also compute PageRank at the
network level, but they reduce the communication among
peers by distributing the pages among the peers according
to some load-sharing function. The JXP algorithm, pre-
sented in [15] performs local PageRank score computations
on the peers’ local graph fragments, where each local graph
is augmented by a world node that represents the locally
unknown part of the global graph. Meetings among peers
are used for mutual exchange of information about their lo-
cal graph fragments and to continuously improve each peer’s
knowledge about its world node.

All the distributed approaches mentioned above require
that every site participating in the computation is trust-
ful and the values reported are not manipulated: a strong
and rather unrealistic assumption in a P2P environment,
given that high authority/reputation scores are desired by
users, giving the potential benefits like higher attention, ac-
cess traffic, or even income from ads and sales.

There has been much work on establishing reputation sys-
tems that would help to assess the quality and trustworthi-
ness of peers [14, 10, 18, 8, 22]. Instead of trying to identify
malicious peers to eliminate their impact on the distributed
computation, our algorithm instead is able to correctly com-
pute the PageRank values without the need to identify the
cheating sites, as long as the fraction of cheating peers is
only a minority. Our only assumption is that peer identi-
ties are unforgeable, which can be guaranteed by standard
methods of cryptographic security [13].

3. THE MODEL
Before presenting our model, we briefly summarize the

PageRank(PR) algorithm which is the main tool we use in
order to evaluate authority scores.



The basic idea of PR is that if page l has a link to page
i then the author of l is implicitly endorsing i, i.e., giving
some importance to page i. How much l contributes to the
importance of i is proportional to the importance of l itself.

This recursive definition of importance is captured by the
stationary distribution of a Markov chain that describes a
random walk over the graph, where we start at an arbitrary
page and at each step choose a random outgoing edge from
the current page. To ensure the ergodicity of this Markov
chain (i.e., the existence of stationary page-visit probabili-
ties), additional random jumps to uniformly chosen target
entities are allowed with small probability (1−α). Formally,
the PR of a page i is defined as:

π(i) =
(1− α)

m
+ α

∑
l|l→i

π(l)

δl

where m is the total number of entities in the link graph,
π(l) is the PR score of the page l, δl is the outdegree of l,
the sum ranges over all link predecessors of i, and (1−α) is
the random jump probability, with 0 < α < 1 and usually
set to a value like 0.85.

PR values are usually computed by initializing a PR vec-
tor with uniform values 1/m, and then applying a power
iteration method, with the previous iteration’s values substi-
tuted in the right-hand side of the above equation for evalu-
ating the left-hand side. This iteration step is repeated until
sufficient convergence, i.e., until the PR scores of the high-
authority entities of interest exhibit only minor changes. In
what follows, we shall refer to a score computed at step t in
the power iteration method as t-refined score.

We now define formally the problem with which we will
be dealing, in the rest of the paper. We are given a directed
graph G = (V, E) with m vertices (entities). Given 0 <
α < 1, we define the following matrix P derived from G.
Let δi denote the outdegree of i. For each vertex i such
that δi = 0, we define Pij = 1

m
for all j. For each vertex

i such that δi > 0 we define Pij = α
δi

+ 1−α
m

if ij ∈ E,

and Pij = 1−α
m

if ij /∈ E. Additionally, we are given a set
N = 1, . . . , n of peers, each one containing a subgraph Gi of
G.

The subgraphs Gi are not necessarily disjoint. A fraction
p of peers is malicious, that is, they may not execute the
algorithm as it is presented in this paper. However, we make
the following assumptions: 1) the majority of peers is not
malicious (p < 1/2), 2) there is an unforgeable mechanism
for peers’ identities, 3) information about the existence of
an out-link of an entity will always be trusted.

We are considering an asynchronous model where no mech-
anism is available for global synchronization among peers.
Initially each peer i knows the total number of entities in G,
the local graph Gi together with submatrix of P correspond-
ing to Gi, as well as the set of out-links of all entities in Gi.
The latter ensures that the graph can be reconstructed by
the peers. Each peer gains more knowledge of the global
graph by exchanging information with other peers. For this
purpose, we assume that there is an underlying mechanism
which may be invoked by any peer, in order to find another
peer to exchange information with. The storage capacity of
each peer is bounded and typically much smaller than the
capacity necessary to store the whole graph G. The goal
of peer i is to compute the stationary distribution πj for
each j in Gi. The total cost of the distributed computation
is measured in terms of number of meetings performed by
all peers in order to have sufficiently accurate values for the

πj ’s.
We propose a distributed variant of the Power Iteration

method which tackles the additional difficulties caused by
the presence of malicious peers. In our algorithm, each peer
refines the authority score of the entity at hand, by using
the scores possibly computed by other peers. In this sce-
nario, malicious peers are quite powerful, since they may
spread in the network wrong scores and even form alliances
to fool other peers. The assumptions we made to model
their behavior, appear to be natural and realistic in our set-
tings. There are software and hardware mechanisms which
may prevent peers from lying about their identity, while as-
suming that information about peers’ out-links is reliable,
is natural both in a reputation system where out-links are
preferences, as well as in a web-graph where out-links of a
certain page may be obtained by downloading it. Having
a small fraction of malicious peers also reflects typical sce-
nario, besides being necessary for the problem to be solvable.

4. THE DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM

4.1 Key Principles
Any distributed algorithm for our problem must tackle

the following two main difficulties:

• Information provided by malicious peers is potentially
manipulated and needs to be filtered out; this is com-
plicated by the fact that these peers may form coali-
tions.

• There is no mechanism for global synchronization. For
example, we cannot and do not want to run a dis-
tributed power iteration in a lock-step manner, with
every peer making one step for each of its entities and
waiting for all peers to complete this step before en-
tering the next round of such steps.

One approach to the first problem is to replicate each
entity on the majority of peers. In this way, the exact score
of an entity may be retrieved by asking all peers and then
computing the majority. This approach is not practically
viable, since it has very high storage costs by the massive
replication and also requires a huge amount of messages to
be sent.

Our solution is to make sure that each entity is repli-
cated in only a (sufficiently large) random sample of peers.
The main idea is to use randomization to guarantee that
the majority of peers in the random sample is honest with
high probability; then the true score could be obtained by
computing the majority in the sample. Unfortunately, this
solution presents the issue that malicious peers may claim
to possess a replica even if this is not the case. This al-
lows them to form alliances to outnumber the honest peers
which actually possess the entity. To overcome this problem,
our algorithm makes sure that every peer is responsible (i.e.
can “vote”) only for a subset of entities. An entity’s score
computed by a peer is considered only if the peer is respon-
sible for that entity, otherwise it is ignored. The key point
is that such an assignment of responsibilities is verifiable by
any peer in the system (by unforgeable peer identifiers and a
globally known family of hash functions for the assignment).

We now discuss the main issues caused by the lack of
global synchronization. Our algorithm is a distributed im-
plementation of the power iteration method where, in iter-
ation t, each peer needs to collect a set of (t − 1)-refined
scores in order to compute a t-refined score. For a given
entity that the peer is responsible for, the relevant set of



scores to obtain from other peers are the ones for the en-
tity’s in-link neighbors (predecessors in the global graph).
In an asynchronous computation, these scores may not be
received in the right order. As an example consider an entity
e at a peer with in-link neighbors a and b where each of a
and b are replicated across three peers. Ideally, the peer that
wants to compute the t-refined score for e should receive 6
messages with the (t− 1)-refined scores for the replicas of a
and b. But in an asynchronous system, some peers may be
slower than others so that the receiving peer may de facto
have scores for a as of iterations t− 1, t− 2, and t− 9 and
for b as of iterations t− 3, t− 4, and t− 5.

To solve this issue, each score that peers send to other
peers need to be extended with an integer t indicating the
step in the power iteration method that the sender has last
performed. Now, a naive algorithm could be to let each
peer wait until all (t− 1)-refined scores have arrived before
computing its t-refined scores. But this would lead us back
towards a mostly synchronous system.

To support full asynchrony and also speed up the entire
computation, we let peers to periodically send for each entity
a short history of (improving estimations of) t-refined scores
for t = 1, . . . , T , where T is in the order of a few tens (e.g.,
50). This value of T corresponds to the maximum number
of power iteration steps that a centralized link-analysis al-
gorithm needs to compute sufficiently accurate scores. With
these history vectors of scores, which are also maintained at
each peer for each in-link neighbor of any entity (that the
peer is responsible for), it is now easy to perform meaning-
ful t-refined scores: the peer that would like to compute the
t-refined score of entity e, executes one step of the power
iteration method, with input the set of t − 1-refined scores
of the in-link neighbors of e. Initially, the scores of some
in-link neighbors might be missing, but eventually all the
necessary scores will be collected and a good estimation of
e’s score will be computed.

To effectively remove the distorting effects of malicious
peers, instead of considering one single t-refined score of
a given entity, we use in the step of the power iteration
method, the most frequent score among the ones received
for such entity. Again, initially the majority of scores re-
ceived could be manipulated by malicious peers but since
the honest peers responsible for e outnumber the malicious
ones, eventually the true scores will outnumber the manip-
ulated ones, as well. If the peer is responsible for multiple
entities, this protocol can be applied separately for the dif-
ferent entities at the peer.

The bottom line of this approach is that it allows arbitrary
asynchrony, as caused, for example, by temporal and spa-
tial load variation in the network. While this leads a more
complicated solution than simply synchronizing the itera-
tions of the power iteration method, it can easily cope with
transient failures and it actually leads to faster convergence
of the authority scores.

Our solution entails bookkeeping overhead at each peer
and also increases the network bandwidth consumption by
sending history vectors rather than single scores. But the
storage cost at each peer is very modest: a few hundred bytes
for each entity at the peer. And the number of messages to
be sent does not increase at all; the extra payload is simply
piggybacked on the messages that are sent anyway. The
cost difference between sending a message of 100 bytes and
a message of say 500 bytes is negligible in practice.

4.2 Algorithm
Each peer is associated with a unique id i, i = 1, . . . , n.

An entity w is said to be compromised, if the majority of
peers who is responsible for w is malicious. For each peer i
we shall denote withRi the subset of entities it is responsible
for.

As already pointed out, we need some degree of repli-
cation, namely for each of the m entities there should be
at least r (out of n) peers responsible for it. This is ob-
tained in the following way. We assume peers to be pro-
vided with a common random number generator. Each peer
i computes Ri by generating rm log m

n
random numbers in

the range 1, . . . , m using i as the seed of the random gen-
erator. Using standard techniques we can prove that each
item is replicated at least r times with probability arbitrar-
ily close to one (we omit the proof for brevity). The sets
Ri can be verified by every peer, simply by re-executing the
generating procedure (recall that the id of a peer can be
trusted). In the next section, we study how different values
of the replication degree r affect the performances of our
algorithm.

To cope with the main issues discussed in the beginning
of this section, we need the following bookkeeping. Peer i
maintains for each entity j it is responsible for, a list Pi(j)
of predecessors of j that i is aware of. Additionally, i main-
tains for each l in Pi(j), a collection of sets R1

i (l), . . . , R
T
i (l),

where Rt
i(l), t = 1, . . . , T is the set of t−refined scores (pos-

sibly computed by other peers) collected by peer i up to the
current time. We denote by πt

i(l) the most frequent value
in the score set Rt

i(l). Initially, the Pi(j)’s are set to the
empty set, while each initial score π1

i (j) is set to 1/m. Both
Pi(j)’s and Rt

i(l)’s will be updated as new predecessors are
discovered.

When peer i meets another peer k, it first learns from k
about new (i.e., previously unknown) predecessors of enti-
ties it is responsible for; then it asks k to send the scores
π1

k(j), . . . , πT
k (j) for each entity j for which k is responsible.

Peer i in turn sends k the scores of its entities.
After a meeting, each peer i updates each score πt

i(l) by
determining the most frequent value in the corresponding
set Rt

i(l) for each l ∈ Pi(j) and j ∈ Ri. The scores of entity
j are then refined by including in the summation of the
power iteration method the predecessors in Pi(j). Namely,
for each t = 2, . . . , T

πt
i(j) =

1− α

m
+

∑
l∈Pi(j)

πt−1
i (l)

α

δl
(1)

This computation may be seen as a stepwise approxima-
tion of an ideal, global power iteration method, where ev-
ery peer obtains increasingly better knowledge of the global
graph. The new set of t-refined scores computed this way,
will be communicated to the other peers during the next
meetings and will in turn be used there to refine their own
scores.

We observe that initially, the scores computed by peers are
not guaranteed to be a good estimation of the real scores, as
they may not be trusted (since not enough scores may have
been collected); moreover, in the beginning, peers may be
aware of only a proper subset of predecessors of their own en-
tities, therefore having only incomplete informations. How-
ever, as more knowledge of the global graph is gained, these
two problems gradually disappear and the wrong scores will
be replaced by the correct ones.

5. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our algorithm we ran experiments on a sim-

ulated P2P network, using data obtained from the library-



thing.com online community, where each peer represents a
user and contains the user’s collection of books. Directed
edges are created from users to the books she possesses and
from each book to all users who own it. In addition, links
between users are defined by the connections between them
in the community (“friends”, “interesting libraries”). The
union of all users, books, and the edges among them defines
the global graph, for whose entities we want to compute
meaningful authority scores. In our setup we have 1,000
peers which together store a graph of 10,740 entities (users
and books).

The performance is measured by comparing the authority
scores returned by our algorithm against the true author-
ity scores of the entities in the complete graph. Since in
our approach the entities are distributed among the peers,
for comparing against the true global values, we merge the
authority score vectors from all honest peers. Note that
this is done for the experimental evaluation, in the real P2P
network knowing which peers are honest and merging their
knowledge would neither be needed nor desired. Since en-
tities are replicated and no synchronization is required, it
can happen that a particular entity has different scores at
different peers. In this case, its score on the total ranking is
considered to be the average over the scores at the peers.

The vectors are compared by computing the Top-k Kendall’s
Tau distance, that counts the number of pair-wise disagree-
ments for the entities in the top-k positions in the global
authority vector (our ground truth),

K(τ1, τ2) =|{(i, j) : i, j ∈ topK , i < j,

(τ1(i) < τ1(j) ∧ τ2(i) > τ2(j)) ∨
(τ1(i) > τ1(j) ∧ τ2(i) < τ2(j))}| / (k(k − 1)/2)

where τ1(i), τ2(i) are the rank positions of entity i in both
vectors. Kendall’s Tau is a standard measure for comparing
rankings; it is normalized between 0 and 1 where 1 means
that there is not a single pair-wise ordering of τ1 preserved
in τ2 and 0 indicates that the two rankings are identical. We
have also computed the cosine similarity and the absolute
score difference between the scores computed and the ground
truth. However, we have omitted these last two measures
due to space limitations, since they do not provide any new
insights.

We first experimented with random malicious behavior,
where a dishonest peer reports random numbers as the scores
of entities it is responsible for. We fixed the percentage of
malicious peers to 5% and varied the number of replicas
stored for each entity. Based on the results shown in Fig-
ure 1 we can see that: i) the correctness of the computation
is compromised in the presence of dishonest peers when no
counter-measure is applied; ii) replicating the entities a few
times is still insufficient for convergence; iii) by increasing
the number of replicas of each item we see that not only the
computed scores converge to the true authority values, but
also convergence is sped up the more we replicate. The lat-
ter is due to the fact that the more we replicate, the larger
is the number of entities stored at each peer, and conse-
quently the fewer the number of meetings needed, since a
peer has a higher fraction of the graph and in one particular
meeting more information is learned. However, the faster
convergence has the price of higher storage costs and larger
messages traveling in the network.

We then simulated a second type of malicious behavior,
where all dishonest peers form a coalition with the intention
of distorting the ranking. First, we inform the bad peers, by
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Figure 1: Random behavior, 5% malicious peers,
varying the number of replicas

an artificial oracle, about the ground-truth scores. The bad
peers aim to swap the upper and lower halves of the ranking
in the following way. The score of entity i, reported by a
malicious peer is defined as

score(i) =

{
highest + ξ if trueScore(i) < median
lowest− ξ otherwise

where trueScore(i) is the true score of entity i, and highest,
lowest, and median are the corresponding scores in the
ground-truth distribution. This way, entities that are high
in the ranking are given a score worse than the lowest score
seen in the ground truth, and vice versa, i.e., a value better
than the highest score is reported for poor entities. The pa-
rameter ξ defines how far these values are from the highest
and lowest score. In our setup ξ was set to 1/m. Here again
we fixed the percentage of malicious peers to 5% and varied
the number of replicas stored for each entity. Figure 2 shows
that the algorithm is robust even when the malicious attack
on the network is coordinated among the bad peers.
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Figure 2: Coalition behavior, 5% malicious peers,
varying the number of replicas per entity

Still on the same type of malicious behavior, we performed
a stress test by fixing the number of replicas per entity and
increasing the number of malicious peers in the network.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results for 5 and 10 replicas, re-
spectively.

We can see that for a small number of replicas the al-
gorithm is already able to deliver good results, even for a
considerably high percentage of dishonest peers. Increasing
the degree of replication improves the performance and al-
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Figure 4: Coalition behavior, 10 replicas per entity,
varying the percentage of malicious peers

lows honest peers to compute the authority scores at very
adversarial situations. However, when the fraction of mali-
cious peers gets too high, our counter-measures are insuffi-
cient. But in these situations, especially for the killer case
of 50% malicious peers, no algorithm can avoid the resulting
distortion of the ranking.

6. CONCLUSION
We believe that decentralized algorithms for eigenvector-

oriented computations of authority and social prestige will
gain importance, for P2P-based physically distributed set-
tings or for cases where user-specific autonomous agents in-
teract on a server(-farm)-based platform. These settings are
inevitable vulnerable to malicious behavior by bad peers.
Our algorithm is the very first that we are aware of, that
can counter the effects of misbehavior in a systematic man-
ner, and our computational model makes only very weak
and realistic assumptions about the system. Our ongoing
and future work includes a formal analysis of the algorithm’s
properties, most notably, its convergence speed. Also, we are
looking into optimizations that aim to minimize the degree
of replication that is necessary to counter a certain fraction
of bad peers.
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